The purpose of this paper is to present a new family of numerical methods for the approximation of second order hyperbolic partial differential equations submitted to a convex constraint on the solution. The main application is dynamic contact problems. The principle consists in the use of a singular mass matrix obtained by the mean of different discretizations of the solution and of its time derivative. We prove that the semi-discretized problem is well-posed and energy conserving. Numerical experiments show that this is a crucial property to build stable numerical schemes.
Introduction
An interesting class of hyperbolic partial differential equations with constraints on the solution consists in elastodynamic contact problems for which the vast majority of traditional numerical schemes show spurious oscillations on the contact displacement and stress (see for instance [12, 9, 10] ). Moreover, these oscillations do not disappear when the time step decreases. Typically, they have instead tended to increase. This is a characteristic of order two hyperbolic equations with unilateral constraints that makes it very difficult to build stable numerical schemes. These difficulties have already led to many research under which a variety of solutions were proposed. Some of them consists in adding damping terms (see [24] for instance), but with a loss of accuracy on the solution, or to implicit the contact stress [7, 6] but with a loss of kinetic energy which could be independent of the discretization parameters (see the numerical experiments). Some energy conserving schemes have also been proposed in [11, 25, 17, 16, 9, 2, 10] . Unfortunately, these schemes, although more satisfactory than the most other schemes, lead to large oscillations on the contact stress. Besides, most of them do not strictly respect the constraint.
In this paper, we propose a new class of methods whose principle is to make different approximations of the solution and of its time derivative. Compared to the classical space semi-discretization, this corresponds to a singular modification of the mass matrix. In this sense, it is in the same class of methods than the mass redistribution method proposed in [12, 13] for elastodynamic contact problems. Indeed, in this latter method, the mass matrix has zero components for all the nodes on the contact boundary (which limits its application to constraints on a boundary). The singular modification of the mass matrix justify the proposed terminology "singular dynamic method". The main feature is to provide a wellposed space semi-discretization. The numerical tests show that it has a crucial influence We consider the following problem
Find u : [0, T ] → K such that ∂ 2 u ∂t 2 (t) + Au(t) ∈ f − N K (u(t)) for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ],
where K is a closed convex nonempty subset of W , f ∈ W , u 0 ∈ K, v 0 ∈ H, T > 0 and N K (u) is the normal cone to K defined by (see for instance [5] for a detailed presentation of differential inclusions)
This means that u(t) satisfies the second order hyperbolic equation and is constrained to remain in the convex K. As far as we know, there is no general result of existence and uniqueness for the solution to this kind of equation. Some existence results for a scalar Signorini problem can be found in [18, 15] . Introducing now the linear and bilinear symmetric maps
Problem (1) can be rewritten as the following variational inequality:
Note that the terminology "variational inequality" is used here in the sense that Problem (1) derives from the conservation of the energy functional
where I K (u(t)) is the convex indicator function of K. However, it is generally not possible to prove that each solution to Problem (2) is energy conserving, due to the weak regularity involved.
Approximation and well-posedness result
The goal of this section is to present well-posed space semi-discretizations of Problem (2) . The strategy adopted is to use a Galerkin method with different approximations of u and of v = ∂u ∂t . Let W h and H h be two finite dimensional vector subspaces of W and H respectively. Let K h ⊂ W h be a closed convex nonempty approximation of K. The proposed approximation of Problem (2) is the following mixed approximation:
where u h 0 ∈ K h and v h 0 ∈ H h are some approximations of u 0 and v 0 respectively. Of course, when H h = W h this corresponds to a standard Galerkin approximation of Problem (2) .
Let ϕ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N W and ψ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N H be some basis of W h and H h respectively, and let the matrices A, B and C, of sizes N W × N W , N H × N W and N H × N H respectively, and the vectors L, U and V , of size N W , N W and N H respectively, be defined by
Then, the algebraic expression of Problem (3) is the following:
whereU (t) andV (t) denote the derivative with respect to t of U (t) and V (t) respectively and K h is defined by
At this stage, the unknown V can be eliminated since C is always invertible which leads to the relation V (t) = C −1 BU (t). Thus denoting
Remark 1 If the couple of discretization spaces (H h , W h ) satisfies a classical inf-sup condition then the matrix B is surjective and the initial condition BU (0) = CV 0 is always admissible. Conversely, if B is not surjective then the initial condition V 0 has to satisfy the following condition
This condition is also implicitly contained in Problem (4) .
In comparison with the standard approximation where H h = W h the only difference introduced by the presented method is replacing the standard mass matrix
In the interesting cases where dim(H h ) < dim(W h ) this corresponds to replace the standard invertible mass matrix by a singular one. We propose to call this kind of method a singular dynamic method. Of course, the numerical implementation will be facilitated when the matrix C is diagonal. This is the case for instance when H h is defined with P 0 finite element method or with a more general finite element method using an adapted sub-integration (lumped mass matrix). We will see how, rather surprisingly, the introduction of a singular mass matrix allows to recover the well-posedness of the approximation.
The goal now is to give a sufficient condition for Problem (5) (or equivalently Problem (3) or (4)) to be well-posed. To this end, we will define a more restrictive framework (see the concluding remarks for a possibility to extend this framework). We will suppose that K h is defined by
where α i ∈ R and g i : W h → R, 1 ≤ i ≤ N g are some linearly independent linear maps. Of course, this restricts the possibilities concerning the convex K since K h is supposed to be an approximation of K. With vector notations this leads to
We will also denote by G the N W × N g matrix whose components are
Let us consider the subspace F h of W h defined by
Then, the corresponding set F = {W ∈ R N W :
In this framework, we will prove that the following condition is sufficient for the wellposedness of the discrete problem (5):
where |Q| and|W | stands for the Euclidean norm of Q in R Ng and W in R N W respectively. This condition is equivalent to the fact that the linear maps g i are independent on F h and also to the fact that G is surjective on F . A direct consequence is that it implies dim(F h ) ≥ N g , and consequently
This again prescribed some conditions on the approximation made which links W h , H h and also K h . We will see in Section 3 that this condition can be satisfied for interesting practical situations. We can now prove the following result:
Theorem 1 If W h , H h and K h satisfy the condition (7) then Problem (5) admits a unique solution. Moreover, this solution is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to t.
First, let us establish the following intermediary result:
Lemma 1 If W h , H h and K h satisfy the condition (7) then there exists F c a sub-space of R N W such that F c ⊂ Ker(G) and such that F and F c are complementary sub-spaces.
Such an X F exists since a consequence of condition (7) is that the matrix G defines a surjective linear map from F to R Ng . Thus
is a decomposition of W with W − X F ∈ Ker(G) and X F ∈ F . This proves that R N W = F + Ker(G). The result of the lemma is then a consequence of the basis extension theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. Now, using the result of Lemma 1, let us decompose U, W ∈ R N W as
The inequality of (5) can be written for all t ∈ (0, T ]
Taking
This is a variational inequality for the unknown U F . The solution to this variational inequality minimizes the quadratic functional
The ellipticity assumption implies that the matrix A is coercive. This leads to the existence and uniqueness of the solution U F to this variational inequality due to the Stampacchia theorem. Moreover, this is a classical result that U F depends Lipschitz-continuously on U F c . Indeed, let U 1 F and U 2 F be two solutions for U 1 F c and U 2 F c respectively. Then it can be straightforwardly deduced from the variational inequality that
. Thus due to the coercivity of the matrix A one obtains for c > 0 a generic constant
We will thus use the notation U F (U F c ). Now, since inequality (8) has to be satisfied for all
which represents an ordinary differential equation with Lipschitz-continuous right-hand side. Since the matrix M is nonsingular on F c (because F c is complementary to F = Ker(B) and M = B T C −1 B) there exists a unique solution to the associated initial value problem
is the solution to a second order autonomous ordinary differential equation with Lipschitz-continuous right-hand side, it has at least the regularity U F c ∈ W 3,∞ (0, T ; F c ). Finally, the whole U (t) is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to t due to the fact that U F depends Lipschitz-continuously on U F c . Now, an interesting property is that the solution to Problem (5) satisfies the so-called persistency condition (see [16, 17] ). This is a condition betweenU (t) and the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the constraints. In a sense, this is a stronger condition than the complementary condition which links U (t) and the Lagrange multipliers. In fact, Problem (5) can be re-written
where N K h (U (t)) is the normal cone to K h . A straightforward computation leads to the following result:
Thus, introducing Lagrange multipliers, the discrete problem is also equivalent to the following one:
Proposition 1 If W h , H h and K h satisfy the condition (7) then the solution U (t) to Problem (5) verifies the following persistency condition
Proof. With still the same decomposition as the one in Theorem 1 we deduce from (12) that
where Supp(f) denotes the support of the function f (t). The continuity of λ i (t) implies
on the interior of complementary of ω i which proves the result of the proposition. Now, we can prove that the persistency condition implies the energy conservation.
Theorem 2 If W h , H h and K h satisfy the condition (7) then the solution U (t) to Problem (5) is energy conserving in the sense that the discrete energy
is constant with respect to t.
Proof. The first equation of (12) implieṡ
Integrating from 0 to t and using Proposition 1 one can conclude that
A model problem
The goal of this section is to provide a simple but interesting situation for which some consistent approximations satisfy the condition (7) . With W = H 1 (Ω) and K = {w ∈ W : w ≥ 0 a.e. on Ω} we consider the following problem:
where Γ N and Γ D is a partition of ∂Ω, Γ D being of non zero measure in ∂Ω. This models for instance the contact between an antiplane elastic structure with a rigid foundation or a stretched drum membrane under an obstacle condition. In this situation, the mass redistribution method presented in [13] is not usable since the area subjected to potential contact is the whole domain. Consequently, this method would lead to suppress the mass on the whole domain which is a non consistent drastic change of the problem.
We build now the approximation spaces thanks to finite element methods. Let T h a regular triangular mesh of Ω (in the sense of Ciarlet [4] , h being the diameter of the largest element) and W h be the P 1 + finite element space
where A is the set of the vertices of the mesh which do not lie on Γ D , ϕ i , i ∈ A are the piecewise affine function satisfying ϕ i (a j ) = δ ij , i.e. the shape functions of a P 1 Lagrange finite element method on T h . Each functions ϕ T , T ∈ T h is a cubic bubble function whose support is T . Let H h be the P 0 finite element space
and finally, let K h be defined as
which means that the constraints are only prescribed at the vertices of the mesh.
Lemma 2 This choice of W h , H h and K h satisfies condition (7) .
Proof. The computation of F h gives
while the functions g i are defined by
Thus one has g i (w h ) = −w i and the surjectivity of G on F is obvious. Figure 2 : Evolution of the energy, the displacement at the center point (0.5, 0.5) and the contact stress at the center point for a P 1 +/P 0 method, a midpoint scheme and with h = 0.1.
We present now some numerical experiments done on the problem described in the previous section, with Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1), Γ D = ∂Ω, Γ N = ∅, f = −0.6.
The initial condition is u(0, x) = 0.02,u(0, x) = 0, x ∈ Ω, and we consider a non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition
The structured mesh used can be viewed on Figure 1 where the solution is represented during the first impact on the obstacle. The numerical experiments are performed with our finite element library Getfem++ [23] (the program itself is available on Getfem++ web site). A semi-smooth Newton method is used to solve the discrete problem (see [1, 3, 14] ). All the numerical experiments use the same definition of K h done by (13) .
We mainly use a midpoint scheme for the time discretization of the problem. The midpoint scheme is interesting since it is energy conserving on the linear part (equation without constraint) but of course any other reasonably stable scheme can be applied. A midpoint scheme on Problem (5) has the following expression (dt is the time step):
where V n is here an approximation ofU (ndt) and does not refer to the velocity V (t)
of Problem (4) . Note that another equivalent possibility would be to apply a midpoint scheme directly to Problem (4) in order for instance to avoid the explicit computation of M = B T C −1 B.
In the system (14) for U n and V n be given, U n+ 1 2 is the solution to the inequation
whereL depends on U n and V n . Due to the coercivity of the matrix A, this variational inequality admits a unique solution, whatever the choice of W h , H h and K h (even with a standard discretization, i.e. in the case W h = H h ). Of course, this well-posedness of Problem (14) augurs nothing of the stability of the whole scheme. The first numerical test is made with the midpoint scheme and the approximation presented in Section 3, that is a P 1 +/P 0 method (P 1 + for u h and P 0 foru h ).
In good accordance with the theoretical results, the curves on Figure 2 show that the energy tends to be conserved when the time step decreases (an experiment with dt = 10 −4 has been performed but the difference with the one for dt = 10 −3 is not visible) . Moreover, both the displacement and the contact stress taken at the point (0.5, 0.5) are smooth and converge satisfactorily when the time step diminish. Figure 3 : Evolution of the energy, the displacement at the center point (0.5, 0.5) and the contact stress at the center point for a P 1 /P 0 method, a midpoint scheme and with h = 0.1.
Conversely, the curves on Figures 3 and 4 obtained for a P 1 /P 0 method and a P 1 /P 1 method respectively are unstable. The energy is growing very fast after the first impact. The displacement and the contact stress are very oscillating and do not converge. Moreover, the instabilities are more important for the smallest time step. These two methods do not satisfy the condition (7) since dim(H h ) ≥ dim(W h ). Note that the P 1 /P 1 method corresponds to a standard Galerkin approximation of the problem.
Even thought we do not have a proof that condition (7) is satisfied for P 1 +/P 1 and P 2 /P 1 methods (still with the same K h ), Figures 5 and 6 show that the midpoint scheme is stable and converging for these two methods (here also, some experiments with dt = 10 −4 have been performed with no visible differences with the one for dt = 10 −3 ).
An interesting situation is also presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9 where a backward Euler scheme is used. This time integration scheme is unconditionally stable because it is possible to prove that the discrete energy decreases from an iteration to another (see [12] for instance). This is the case for any choice of W h and H h . Consequently, this method presents some smooth results for the displacement and the contact stress. However, the energy decreases rapidly for large time steps. Figure 7 shows that for a well-posed method, the energy tends to be conserved for small time steps, but Figures 8 and 9 show that with an ill-posed method (such as classical discretizations) there is an energy loss at the impact which do not vanish when the time step and the mesh size decrease. This means that with an ill-posed method, we do not approximate a physical solution of the problem whenever one expects energy conservation to be satisfied at the limit. Figure 5 : Evolution of the energy, the displacement at the center point (0.5, 0.5) and the contact stress at the center point for a P 1 +/P 1 method, a midpoint scheme and with h = 0.1. Figure 6 : Evolution of the energy, the displacement at the center point (0.5, 0.5) and the contact stress at the center point for a P 2 /P 1 method, a midpoint scheme and with h = 0.1. Figure 9 : Evolution of the energy for a P 1 /P 0 method, a backward Euler scheme and dt = 0.001 for different values of the mesh size.
A convergence test for both h and dt decreasing is shown in Fig. 10 . The midpoint scheme is used for the time integration. The curves represent the displacement at the center point (the curve are vertically shifted for better visibility) for decreasing values of the mesh size and the time step. The ratio dt/h is kept constant. The test on the finest mesh (dt = 3.125×10 −4 and h = 6.25×10 −2 ) gives some similar results for the two methods (P 1 + /P 0 and P 2 /P 1 ). The convergence may seem rather slow. However, the evolution of the displacement is not smooth due to impacts. This of course limits the convergence rate of the scheme (see also the test for linear elasticity in section 5). Moreover, this is only a representation of the displacement on a single point. The evolution of the stability of the method for decreasing mesh sizes is illustrated by Fig. 11 . The error ploted is the relative difference (in %) between the energy at the final time and the initial energy of the system. The midpoint scheme is still used. Each curve in this figure corresponds to a fixed mesh size and a decreasing time step dt. Once again, it can be noted that for a fixed space discretization, the energy tends to be conserved when the time step decreases for both P 1 + /P 0 and P 2 /P 1 methods. For better readability of results, the abscissa is dt/h. It can be seen that for a constant dt/h, there is not a degradation of the stability when the discretization parameters decrease. P 1 + /P 0 method P 2 /P 1 method Figure 11 : Relative energy error on the final time with respect to the ratio dt/h for different mesh sizes.
Extension to an elastodynamic contact problem
In this section, we consider the dynamic evolution of an elastic solid Ω submitted to a frictionless contact condition with a flat rigid foundation on a part of its boundary Γ C (see figure 12 ). Note that the consideration of a friction condition is not an additional difficulty concerning the stability of the numerical scheme because, for instance, the midpoint scheme applied to the friction term is stable (see for instance [12] ). On the rest of the boundary, a Dirichlet condition is prescribed on Γ D and a Neumann one on Γ N . With a linearized elasticity constitutive law, the problem reads as follows: 
where u is the displacement, σ σ is the stress tensor, A is the fourth order tensor of elasticity coefficients, u N = u.n is the normal displacement on Γ C , σ σ N = (σ σn).n is the normal stress (contact pressure) and σ σ T = σ σn − σ σ N n is the tangential stress on Γ C . The weak form of this problem can be written using a Lagrange multiplier λ N being the contact stress as follows (hybrid formulation of the contact condition):
Note that a primal formulation of contact could also be used as in Section 2. The goal here is to present the application of the singular dynamic method to the hybrid formulation of contact. The mixed approximation in displacement and velocity can be written as follows:
where V h , H h and X h N are some given finite element spaces approximating V , L 2 (Ω) and X N , respectively, and Λ h N ⊂ X h N is a given approximation of Λ N . Note that the wellposedness and the quality of the approximation is submitted to the verification of an infsup condition between X h N and V h (see [14] for instance). The matrix expression is the following:
where the matrices A, B and C have the same meaning as in Section 2 and matrix B N represent the discrete trace operator on Γ C . The setΛ h N is the set corresponding to Λ h N in the matrix expression. The unknown V (t) can still be eliminated using V (t) = C −1 BU (t).
It follows that a midpoint scheme for the time integration of Problem (22) can be written
U 0 and V 0 be given. For n ≥ 0, find U n+ 1 2 such that Figure 13 : Mesh of the disc (with quadratic elements).
Figure 14:
Evolution of the energy, the displacement and the contact stress at the point A for a standard finite element semi-discretization and a midpoint scheme.
We present now some numerical experiments performed on a disc (plane strain approximation of a cylinder) represented on Fig. 13 with the mesh used for the first experiment. This mesh has curved (quadratic) elements on the boundary. This situation is similar to the one presented in [13] . The main parameters of the problem and of the discretization are summarized in Table 1 . We denote by A the lowest point of the disc (the point which is the first to come into contact with the foundation). Table 1 : Characteristics of the elastic disc and the resolution method.
In Fig. 14 the experiment correspond to a classical P 2 Lagrange finite element method (a standard mass matrix) with a contact condition on each finite element node lying on the boundary of the mesh. Once again, even though the midpoint scheme is stable (and energy conserving) for the linearized elastodynamic problems, it is not stable for the contact problem. It is remarkable that for the treated case, the discrete problem is close to be energy conserving (first graphic of Fig. 14) for a time step equal to 10 −4 s but completely instable for a smaller time step equal to 10 −5 s (the energy is blowing up very rapidly at the beginning of the impact). The second graphic of Fig. 14 show the vertical displacement at the point A. For the readability of the graphic, the curve for dt = 10 −5 s is translated with an increment of 1. The instabilities clearly appears for dt = 10 −5 s. Figure 15 : Evolution of the energy, the displacement and the contact stress at the point A for a P 2 /P 1 method, a midpoint scheme and contact condition at the vertices.
The third graphic represents the contact stress at point A. The contact stress for dt = 10 −5 s is not represented because it is too much noisy. It can be seen that for the contact stress the instabilities already appear for dt = 10 −4 s.
In Fig. 15 the experiment corresponds to the proposed method with a P 2 Lagrange finite element for the displacement, a P 1 Lagrange finite element method for the velocity and a contact condition applied on each vertex of the boundary of the mesh. The scheme is now perfectly stable and the convergence toward an energy conserving solution is numerically verified when the time step is decreasing. Note that on the third graphic the contact stress at the point A seems also to converge (for the readability of the graphic, curves for dt = 10 −4 s and dt = 10 −5 s are translated). We can conclude that the proposed method for elastodynamic contact problems present the same advantages than the mass redistribution method (see the numerical experiments in [13] ).
A difference with the mass redistribution method is that here, compared to a classical approximation, the modification of the mass matrix occurs also in the interior of the domain. However, in the framework of the proposed method, it should be possible to make an approximation of the velocity which is different of the one of the displacement only on the elements lying on the boundary of the domain. For instance, this could be achieved by considering the same approximation for the velocity and the displacement except on the contact boundary either by removing a selection of velocity degrees of freedom or by adding some displacement degrees of freedom (stabilization by bubble functions). This would also lead to a mass matrix which is modified only on the boundary of the domain. Finally, Fig. 16 presents a convergence test, still with the P 2 /P 1 method for h (the mesh size) and dt decreasing together. The discretization parameters are listed in Table  2 . The relative H 1 error is computed on the solution at the last time step (for t = 0.02s). In the absence of an exact solution, the comparison is done with the numerical solution on the finest mesh (h = 0.07mm) taken to be the reference solution. The first graphic of Fig.  16 represents the evolution of energy for three numerical solutions. There is a numerical convergence toward an energy conserving solution. This is confirmed in the second graphic which represents the evolution of the stress at the point A (still with a vertical shift for dt = 10 −4 and 2.5 × 10 −5 ). There is a fairly good convergence in spite of the fact that we consider a constraint on a single point. The third graphics represent the relative H 1 error. The solution for h = 0.14mm is omitted because it is to close to the reference solution (h = 0.07mm). Given the low regularity of the solution, a convergence rate of 0.69 is rather satisfactory. Figure 16 : A convergence test for the P 2 /P 1 method, a midpoint scheme and contact condition at the vertices. The mesh size h and dt are decreasing together.
Concluding remarks
The classical space semi-discretizations of second order hyperbolic problems with constraints lead to ill-posed problems. Moreover, among the solutions of the standard space semi-discretization problem, none of them are really satisfactory. On the one hand, the solutions corresponding to a non-elastic contact (which can be approximated for instance with a backward Euler scheme) may not converge toward an energy conserving solution. On the other hand, the energy conserving solutions have a very oscillatory normal displacement on the contact area which is non-physical and mesh dependent. This is why the great majority of time integration schemes are unstable when they are applied to such semi-discretizations, and why, even with stable time integration schemes, classical space semi-discretizations can lead to non physical solutions. This analysis clearly shows that the problem cannot be resolved at the level of the definition of the time integration scheme. This is indeed the space discretization which has to be adapted. The proposed strategy allows to have wellposed semi-discretizations and ensure that the standard time integration schemes converge toward an energy conserving solution at least for a fixed space semi-discretization. This study identifies the concept of an inf-sup condition linking the approximation of the velocity, the one of the displacement and the one of the convex of constraints. A perspective of this work is to extend the mathematical analysis to more general sets of constraints for instance by replacing the condition (7) by a condition on the tangent cone at each instant. Note that we did not discuss the overall stability of the full discretization, which is also a perspective of this work.
An advantage compared to the mass redistribution method presented in [13, 8] is that here no artificial modification of the mass matrix is necessary. Moreover arbitrary order methods can be obtained and a mass is still present on the contact boundary. Finally, contrary to the mass redistribution method the presented strategy can be applied to thin structures.
